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QUESTION 1

An organization uses goals for tracking sales and opportunities in Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

The organization wants to extend their sales and goals KPls. and have created a calculated field on Opportunity for
Weighted Revenue, based on Est. Revenue and Probability. 

Now the organization wants to include weighted revenue in their goals. 

Which options meet this customer\\'s needs? Each answer represents a complete solution. 

A. Edit the existing goal metric and change the in-progress value to point to the new weighted revenue held. 

B. Add a new rollup query. In the query editor, include the weighted revenue field. Use the new rollup query in your
goals. 

C. Create a new goal metric and name it "Weighted Revenue."\\' Add rollup fields for actual value, and use the weighted
revenue held for the in-progress value. 

D. Edit the existing goal metric for revenue, add a custom rollup field, and point it to the new weighted revenue field.
Then, adjust the goal charts to also include the custom rollup field. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the sales manager for a company that utilizes Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

Your sales department offers seasonal pricing on many of its products by using price lists which are then deactivated at
the close of each season, Which two outcomes occur as a result of deactivating these price lists? Each selection
represents a complete answer. 

A. The prices are removed from the default price list field for all of the company s products. 

B. Any pre-existing opportunities associated with those price lists will continue to use them. 

C. Any existing sales transactional records will automatically be deactivated until a new price list is created. 

D. Any existing sales transactional records will automatically associate with the default price list. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a Sales Manager using Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

You need to analyze how your sales performance and activities relate to sales of products that happened after the initial
order. The sales transactions are stored in an ERP system. 

Which tool should you use to combine your sales activities with your ERP sales data? 
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A. Power BI 

B. Excel Templates 

C. the Report Wizard in Dynamics 365 

D. Charts and Dashboards 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You will be attending a conference, and you want to be able to capture information about the prospects you will meet
You need to be able to upload the lead information into Microsoft Dynamics 365 with the Import Data Wizard. Which two
formats can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. comma-separated values (.csv) 

B. compressed (.zip) 

C. Excel 97-2003 Spreadsheet (.xls) 

D. Access Database (.accdb) 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working with a sates division to better manage their sales processes by better utilizing the functionality of
Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

You recommend using Relationship Insights to better analyze customer-interaction data to improve sales efforts. 

What are two features of Relationship Insights that can be used to accomplish this? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. 

A. Auto Capture 

B. Data Loader Service 

C. Relationship Assistant 

D. Sales Insights 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

One of your custom has sent you an email requesting an invoke for products you have sold and delivered to them. You
are getting ready to send the invoice. 
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You need to quickly the ne?step to be completed in the sa.es process regards this customer in Microsoft Dynamics
365. 

Where should you look to see the status of the transaction? 

A. Opportunity 

B. Quote 

C. Invoice 

D. Order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

You are the sales manager for your company. 

You want to trade key performance indicators as well as record activities for all of your clients in order to improve the
ratio of, and turn leads into, sales. 

Which feature of Microsoft Dynamics 365 will allow you to do this? 

A. Relationship Analytics 

B. Email Engagement 

C. Auto Capture 

D. Relationship Assistant 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

One of your prospects is reviewing a quote you have provided and will be making a decision to either accept or revise
your offer. 

You need to reflect the prospect\\'s response by setting the quote status. 

Which two options can you use to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Fulfilled 

B. Won 

C. Inactive 

D. Draft 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 9

An opportunity to partner with one of your competitors on a large project has come up, but you are unable to select the
competitor as a customer on the opportunity. Which two record types can you assign to the competitor to enable you to
se4ect them as a customer? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Lead 

B. Contact 

C. Account 

D. Prospect 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Based on a conversation with a potential customer, you think there may be a Lead record for the customer in Microsoft
Dynamics 365. You need to find the disqualified lead so that you can review the activity history on the lead. 

Where are two places you can find this information? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Disqualified Leads view 

B. Advanced Find 

C. Closed Leads view 

D. Leads Lookup view 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

You are creating Word Templates for a customer using Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

The customer needs a Word Template for the account entity and wants to merge data records related to the account 

Which related records can be included in the Word Templates? 

A. only records related in N:1 and N:N relationships 

B. only records related in N:1 and 1:N relationships 

C. records related in 1:N. N:1. and N:N relationships 

D. only records in an N:1 relationship 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

You have been working with a potential customer for some company. 

You need to disqualify the lead in Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

time and learn that they are purchasing the product from another 

When disqualifying the lead, which option should you select? 

A. Disqualify > Lost to competitor 

B. Disqualify > Lost 

C. Disqualify 

D. Disqualify > Reject Lead 

Correct Answer: C 
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